Abstract. In 2006, Kühn and Osthus showed that if a 3-graph H on n vertices has minimum co-degree at least (1/4 + o(1))n and n is even then H has a loose Hamilton cycle. In this paper, we prove that the minimum co-degree of n/4 suffices. The result is tight.
Introduction
A k-uniform hypergraph H is a pair (V, E) such that V is a finite set of vertices and the edge set E is a subset of V k . Often, we will identify H with its edges and if needed we will use V (H) and E(H) to denote the vertex set and the edge set of H respectively. In this paper we will only use 3-uniform hypergraphs (3-graphs) and 2-uniform hypergraphs (graphs). We say that a 3-graph H is a (loose) path if its vertices can be ordered as v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v 2m+1 so that H = {{v 2i+1 , v 2i+2 , v 2i+3 } : i = 0, . . . , m − 1} with endpoints {v 1 , v 2m+1 }. H is called a (loose) cycle if its vertices can be ordered as v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v 2m so that H = {{v 2i+1 , v 2i+2 , v 2i+3 } : i = 0, . . . , m − 2} ∪ {{v 1 , v 2m , v 2m−1 }}.
We say that a 3-graph H contains a loose Hamilton cycle if H has a loose cycle containing V (H). Clearly, for H to have a Hamilton cycle the order of H must be even and from now on we will always assume that this is the case. Note that in addition to loose cycles different concepts of Hamilton cycles can be considered. Most notably, tight cycles in which every block of three consecutive vertices is a hyperedge have been intensively studied (see [5] ).
There is a substantial body of work on Hamilton problems in graphs. One direction that has been a source of many important theorems asks for sufficient minimum degree conditions. Among many theorems of that flavor, Dirac's theorem is one of the cornerstones of graph theory. In the realm of 3-graphs different notions of neighborhood and hence minimum degree can be considered. For a 3-graph H = (V, E) and distinct v, v ′ ∈ V define N (v) := {{u, u ′ } ∈ V 2 : {v, u, u ′ } ∈ H} and N (v, v ′ ) := {u ∈ V : {v, v ′ , u} ∈ H}. In this paper, we will be interested in the minimum co-degree of H which is min {v,v ′ }∈( V 2 ) {|N (v, v ′ )|}. For 3-graphs and loose cycles, Kühn and Osthus proved the following theorem in [3] . Theorem 1.1. For each ǫ > 0 there is an integer n 0 such that every 3-graph H on n ≥ n 0 vertices where n is even and with minimum co-degree at least n/4 + ǫn contains a loose Hamilton cycle.
In the case of tight cycles the minimum co-degree must be at least (1/2 + o(1))n as showed by Rödl, Ruciński, and Szemerédi in [5] .
In this paper we get rid of the ǫn factor in Theorem 1.1 and show that n/4 suffices.
There is an integer n 0 such that every 3-graph H on n ≥ n 0 vertices where n is even and with minimum co-degree at least n/4 contains a loose Hamilton cycle.
It is not difficult to see that Theorem 1.2 is tight. Indeed, for even n not divisible by four, consider
and H * containing all edges that intersect U . It is not hard to see that H * has no loose Hamilton cycle.
Our proof of Theorem 1.2 uses the so-called stability approach. In this method we consider two main cases: the extremal and the non-extremal. In the non-extremal case we show that if H is "far" from H * and satisfies the assumptions of the theorem, then H has a loose Hamilton cycle. In the extremal case we handle the case when H looks like H * . More formally, the following notion will be used to split the proof into two cases. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After a short description of notation and terminology, we prove the non-extremal case. In the last section we establish the extremal case.
1.1. Notation and terminology. In addition to the already introduced terminology we need a few concepts. For a k-graph H = (V, E) and
The following definitions are only used in the proof of Lemma 3.4. Let G be a bipartite graph with partite sets V 1 and V 2 . For X 1 ⊆ V 1 and X 2 ⊆ V 2 both non-empty, define d(
The preceding two definitions match the corresponding definitions in [4] . Also, we only use these definitions with d = 1, so the upper bounds in the definitions are trivially satisfied. We will assume throughout that n is sufficiently large.
Non-extremal case
In this section, we prove the non-extremal case.
Theorem 2.1. For every β > 0 there is an integer n 0 such that every 3-graph H = (V, E) on n ≥ n 0 vertices where n is even which is not β-extremal and with minimum co-degree at least n/4 contains a loose Hamilton cycle.
Proof. To prove Theorem 2.1 we will use the connecting-absorbing-reservoir method as in [5] . Proof. We can select {u 1 , . . . , u 5 } = U as follows. Let u 1 ∈ V \ {v, v ′ } be an arbitrary vertex. Figure 1 ). There are at least (n − 2)(n/4 − 1)(n/4 − 2)(n/4 − 3)(n/4 − 4)/5! ≥ n 5 /500 choices for U . 
Proof. This is clear from the definition of a loose path.
Definition 2.5. A path P with endpoints v and v ′ is said to absorb a set W ⊆ V \ V (P ) if there is a path P ′ in H with endpoints v and v ′ and such that V (P ′ ) = V (P ) ∪ W . A path P is called γ-absorbing if P absorbs every set W ⊆ V \ V (P ) such that |W | ≤ γn and |W | is even.
Lemma 2.6. (Absorbing Lemma) For every 0 < δ ≤ 1/(24 · 10 3 ) there is n 0 such that for every 3-graph H on n > n 0 vertices there is a path P abs in H on at most δn vertices which is δ 2 -absorbing. 
The expected number of pairs {S 1 , S 2 } such that S 1 , S 2 ∈ F and S 1 ∩ S 2 = ∅ is at most 5 n 5 n 4 p 2 ≤ δ 2 n/10 and so by Markov's inequality, with probability at least 1/2, the number of such pairs is at most δ 2 n/5. Therefore, with positive probability, there exists a family F such that |F| ≤ δn/10, for every {v, v ′ }, |A(v, v ′ )∩F| ≥ 2δ 2 n, and the number of {S 1 , S 2 } such that S 1 , S 2 ∈ F and S 1 ∩ S 2 = ∅ is at most δ 2 n/5. Let F ′ be obtained from F by deleting all intersecting sets and sets that do not absorb any {v, v ′ }. Then |F ′ | ≤ δn/10, and for every {v,
contains a path on five vertices, and using the co-degree condition and Lemma 2.4 we can connect the endpoints of these paths to obtain a new path P abs . We have that |V (P abs )| ≤ δn.
To show that P abs is δ 2 -absorbing, consider W ⊆ V \V (P abs ) such that |W | is even and |W | ≤ δ 2 n.
. Therefore, there is a matching between W and F ′ so that every {w i , w ′ i } ∈ W is paired with some S i ∈ A(w i , w ′ i ). This implies that P abs absorbs W and the proof is complete. Let δ := min{(β/1728) 2 , 1/(24 · 10 3 )}, ǫ := δ/4, and C := 28/δ 5 and let P abs be a path from Lemma 2.6. Since |V (P abs )| ≤ δn, for every two vertices v,
Let V r be a set of size δ 3 n selected uniformly at random from
. In view of Chernoff's bound, we have
(V r will serve as the connecting reservoir.) Our goal now is to construct a path P in
n. This will prove Theorem 2.1. Indeed, using (1) and Lemma 2.4, we can connect P abs and P and then connect the endpoints of the resulting path to form a cycle C. Since |V (C)| ≥ (1 − δ 2 )n, P abs can absorb V (H − C) giving us a loose Hamilton cycle.
Starting with Q 0 a longest path in H ′ −V r , we will build P iteratively, adding at least εC vertices in each step with at most 7 additional vertices from V r . That is, we will construct paths Q 0 , .
. In particular, this shows that Q d will be the desired path P .
Let Q be a path in H ′ and let W = V (H ′ − Q) \ V r . We will now complete the proof by showing that if |W | ≥ δ 3 n and |V (Q) ∩ V r | ≤ δ 4 n then there exists a path
To find Q ′ we partition Q into blocks B 1 , . . . , B l of consecutive vertices so that the blocks are pairwise disjoint and for each i, C +2 ≤ |B i | ≤ (1+ǫ)C. Note that each Q[B i ] contains a path of length at least C. We first present a short claim and then consider three cases.
Continue if possible. Note that the above process ends with W ′ = ∅ as otherwise,
By Claim 2.7 there is a path P ′ in H[W ] on at least δ 2 |W | > C vertices and by Lemma 2.4, we can connect one of the endpoints of Q with one of the endpoints of P ′ using a vertex from V r to form
Let G good be the graph induced by the good pairs. We have
and so
Color the edges of G good by setting c(e) = N (e) ∩ B i . Note that each c(e) is a subset of B i of size at least (1/4 + ǫ/2)|B i | and since |B i | ≤ 1.1C, the number of such subsets is less than 2 1.1C . Therefore there exists
. By the problem of Zarankiewicz [2] , the graph F contains a complete bipartite graph K C,C . Let V 1 , V 2 be the partite
contains a path P ′ on at least (1 + 2ǫ)|B i | vertices. We connect the endpoints of P ′ with two paths obtained by removing B i from Q using 2 vertices from V r . 
Let l ′ be the number of good blocks. If
which is not possible. Thus at least (1 − 3 √ δ)n/C blocks are good. Using the same argument as in the previous case for every good block B i we can find 
Extremal case
In this section, we prove the extremal case.
Theorem 3.1. There is β 0 > 0 such that for every 0 < β < β 0 there is an integer n 0 such that every 3-graph H = (V, E) on n ≥ n 0 vertices where n is even which is β-extremal and with minimum co-degree at least n/4 contains a loose Hamilton cycle.
We first present a rough outline of the proof. The following definition is critical.
Definition 3.2. Let H = (V, E) be a 3-graph and V
and a pair of vertices {v,
For some small β we are given a β-extremal 3-graph H = (V, E) on n vertices with minimum co-degree n/4. So there exists a partition {U, W } of V such that |W | = ⌈3n/4⌉ and H[W ] has at most β|V | 3 edges. Say a vertex is γ-exceptional if it is in U and is not γ-good for W or if it is in W and is in less than (1 − γ)|W | of the pairs in W 2 that are γ-good for U . If we choose γ to be a positive constant that is small relative to β then only a small fraction of the vertices will be γ-exceptional. We first construct a loose path, which we will call P s , that contains all of these γ-exceptional vertices. We also require |W \ V (P s )| = 3(|U \ V (P s )| − 1), |P s | to be a small fraction of n and the endpoints of P s to be vertices in U that are γ-good for W . We then remove all of P s except the endpoints from H to create the graph H ′ . Note that H ′ is very well behaved in the sense that there are no γ-exceptional vertices in H ′ and 3(|U ∩ V (H ′ )| − 1) = |W ∩ V (H ′ )|. We can therefore argue that there exists a spanning loose path of H ′ that has the same endpoints as P s and in which every edge has exactly one vertex in U and two vertices in W . Combining P s and the spanning path of H ′ gives a Hamilton cycle of H.
We begin the formal proof with a general lemma that is used to produce the spanning path of H ′ in the preceding description. It relies on the following theorem of Kühn and Osthus [4] . • every vertex u ∈ U * is γ-good for W * ; and • for every vertex w 1 ∈ W * all but at most γ|W * | vertices w 2 ∈ W * are such that {w 1 , w 2 } is γ-good for U * .
Then for any u, u ′ ∈ U * there exists a spanning loose path of H ′ with endpoints u and u ′ . Furthermore, by construction every u ∈ U has degree at least (1 − (10γ + 2η))(m − 1) ≥ (3/4)(m − 1). This implies that for any pair u, u ′ ∈ U * . there exists a spanning path of L with endpoints u and u ′ . This path corresponds to a spanning loose path of the hypergraph H ′ with endpoints u and u ′ .
We now present the proof of the extremal case. Proof of Theorem 3.1. The value of β 0 follows from the computations and the application of Theorem 3.3. In what follows we will assume that β > 0 is sufficiently small and will let σ := (50β) 1/4 .
Because H is β-extremal, there is a set W ⊂ V such that |W | ∈ {3n/4, (3n + 2)/4} and
Consequently all but at most σ 2 |U | vertices u ∈ U are σ 2 -good for W . Indeed, if U ′ is the set of σ 2 -good vertices, then Let G good be a graph on W induced by the pairs that are σ 2 -good. We have
To continue with the proof, let U ⊂ U be the set of vertices that are not σ 2 -good for W , and let W be the set of vertices w ∈ W such that deg G good (w) < (1 − σ)|W |. Note that | U ∪ W | ≤ σn and distribute vertices from U ∪ W to U ′ , W ′ so that a vertex assigned to U ′ (resp. W ′ ) is 1/16-acceptable for U (resp. W ). If v ∈ U ∪ W is 1/16-acceptable for both U and W then add v to U ′ . Let U ′′ := U \ U and
. Note that p 1 and p 2 are integers, 0 ≤ p 1 ≤ 2σn and 0 ≤ p 2 ≤ 4σn and that
Suppose then that we have constructed a path P s with endpoints u, u ′ ∈ U ′′ such that
Therefore we can apply Lemma 3.4, to H ′ provided σ ≤ γ 50 . This gives a Hamilton cycle of H thereby proving Theorem 3.1. We first give a brief overview of the construction of such a P s before proceeding with the details. First at most four disjoint paths each with their endpoints in W ′′ are constructed: P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and P 4 . Define
. In this case, we will first find p 1 disjoint paths of length two,
and then connect these paths to form P 1 (see Figure 2) . P 1 will be constructed so that
or n ≡ 2 (mod 4). In this case, P 2 will be constructed so that V (P 2 ) ⊂ U ′′ ∪ W ′′ and such that u 2 = p 2 and w 2 = 3u 2 +1−2p 2 (see Figure 3) . If U ′ = ∅, P 3 will be constructed so that U ′ ⊂ V (P 3 ), u 3 = 2|U ′ | − 1 and w 3 = 3u 3 + 1 (see Figure 4) . Finally, if W ′ \ V (P 1 ) = ∅, P 4 will be constructed so that W ′ \ V (P 1 ) ⊂ V (P 4 ), u 4 = 3|W ′ \ V (P 1 )| − 1 and w 4 = 3u 4 + 1 (see Figure 5 ).
We will then connect all of the paths P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and P 4 which have been constructed to form P s . For i ∈ [3] . let x, y ∈ W ′′ be endpoints of P i and P i+1 respectively. We join P i with P i+1 by selecting unused vertices x ′ , y ′ ∈ W ′′ such that |N (x, x ′ ) ∩ N (y, y ′ ) ∩ U | ≥ (1 − 2σ)|U | so we can greedily select an unused z ∈ U ′′ such that {x, x ′ , z}, {z, y ′ , y} ∈ H. Therefore, we will use two unused vertices from W ′′ and one unused vertex from U ′′ at each juncture. We can then greedily add one unused vertex from W ′′ and one unused vertex from U ′′ to each end to create the desired path P s .
When
4 none of the four paths are not constructed. In this case, we let P s := {{u 1 , w 1 , w 2 }, {w 2 , w 3 , u 2 }} for some u 1 , u 2 ∈ U ′′ and w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ∈ W ′′ . Now we complete the proof by showing that we can construct the four paths P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and P 4 as described above.
So suppose p 1 > 0 and note that because Let M be a collection of vertex-disjoint paths of length two of the maximum size and suppose that |M| < p 1 
If there is a path P ∈ M such that for two vertices Let Q 1 , Q 2 , . . . , Q p 1 be the paths from Lemma 3.6. We connect the Q i 's to form P 1 as follows. Suppose that Q 1 , . . . , Q i have been connected into a path and v i is the endpoint of the constructed path and the endpoint of Q i . Since v i is 1/16-acceptable for W we can select v, w, w ′ ∈ W ′′ and u ∈ U ′′ not previously used such that {v i , w ′ , u}, {u, w, v} ∈ H. Let v i+1 be one of the endpoints of Q i+1 . Since v ∈ W ′′ and v i+1 is 1/16-acceptable for W we can find unused x, x ′ ∈ W ′′ and u ′ ∈ U ′′ and such that {v, x, u ′ }, {u ′ , x ′ , v i+1 } ∈ H. By a similar argument, we can add three unused vertices from W ′′ and an unused vertex from U ′′ to both ends of the resulting path so that the endpoints of P 1 are in W ′′ .
If p 2 > 0, let P 2 = {v 1 , u 1 , v 2 }, {v 2 , u 2 , v 3 } . . . , {v p 2 , u p 2 , v p 2 +1 } be a path on H − P 1 such that u 1 , . . . , u p 2 ∈ U ′′ and v 1 , . . . , v p 2 +1 ∈ W ′′ . The path P 2 can be easily constructed as for v i we can select an unused v i+1 with |N (v i , v i+1 ) ∩ U | ≥ (1 − 2σ)|U |.
Build paths P (u) for every u ∈ U ′ one by one as follows. For the general step, consider u ∈ U ′ and find two edges {v 1 , v 2 , u}, {u, v 3 , v 4 } containing unused vertices v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 ∈ W ′′ . Note that this is possible as |U ′ | ≤ 2σn and every vertex u ∈ U ′ has |N (u) ∩ W ′′ 2 | ≥ n 2 /20. Since the endpoints of P (u) are in W ′′ , we can connect P (u) with P (u ′ ) by using two vertices from W ′′ and one from U ′′ . Let P 3 be the path obtained by connecting all of the P (u)'s. Construct P 4 in the similar fashion by considering paths P (w) consisting of four edges {v 1 , v 2 , u 1 }, {u 1 , v 3 , w}, {w, v 4 , u 2 }, {u 2 , v 5 , v 6 } with u 1 , u 2 ∈ U ′′ and v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 , v 5 , v 6 ∈ W ′′ all unused.
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